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PTO Powered By Separate Engine
Running a big grain cart from combine to
combine across wet fields takes a lot of
power. The Bartmanovich family of Glenlea,
Manitoba, wanted to use their 310 hp
Versatile 895 to pull the 750-bu. cart but it
didn’t have a pto.

Even with a good-sized hydraulic motor
driving the unload auger on the cart, it still
took about 10 minutes to unload a full cart
so the Bartmanoviches, Michael and Ron and
their respective sons, Ryan and Doug,
decided to put a pto on the tractor.

When they looked into it, they found that
to fit a factory-style pto to the old 895, they’d
need to replace the 12-speed standard
transmission with a 15-speed transmission to
accommodate the pto. That also meant
replacing the bell housing and driveline. On
top of that, they’d still need to add the pto
shaft to the rear of the transmission.

Thinking there had to be another way, Ryan
remembered hearing about someone who had
mounted an engine on a tractor just to power
a pto.

“I figured we could do that, so I started
pulling together what I thought we’d need,”
says Bartmanovich.

He called Worthington Ag Parts,
Niverville, Manitoba, and bought a rebuilt
239 John Deere four cylinder turbo diesel
engine. He mounted the 85-hp engine on a
skid made of 2 by 3-in. steel tubing that he
built to mount to the tractor with just four
bolts.

“The skid mounts between the fenders
behind the cab,” he says. “Two bolts go
through the top plate on the drawbar of the
895 and two more go through the tractor
frame, one on either side of and just behind
the cab.”

He mounted the water-cooled engine with
the radiator pointing away from the tractor
to assure the pto turned the right direction.

The grain cart needed a pto speed of 1,000
rpms, but the engine, when running at
optimum speed, turned at 2,100 rpms.

Four high torque V-belts from the engine’s
flywheel power a gearbox. “I calculated the
size of pulleys it would take to step the speed
down to 1,000 rpms and put those on the
gearbox,” he says.

The gearbox has an internal hydraulic
clutch so Ryan tapped into lines on the tractor
that were set up to power an air seeder. Since

the hydraulic clutch requires a flow of only 1
to 2 gal. per minute at 200 psi and the tractor’s
system puts out 20 gal. per minute at 3,000
psi, he had to install a pressure reduction
valve and a flow control valve in the line to
the gearbox.

A cable from the gearbox to the tractor cab
manually engages the clutch, which turns on
the pto.

In addition to tapping into the tractor’s
hydraulics for the pto engine, Bartmanovich
also ran wires so he could use the tractor’s
battery to start the engine and he put a T in
the fuel line, so he can fuel the pto engine
from the tractor’s fuel tank.

“The Deere engine has an old dead
alternator on it, which just serves as a
tensioner for the belt since it gets all its
electricity from the tractor,” he notes.

In order to monitor the pto engine,
Bartmanovich made an instrument panel for
it by mounting temperature and oil pressure
gauges for it on an aluminum plate, which
he then mounted in the cab of the tractor.

“We can now unload a full 750 bu. in just
3 minutes. And by speeding up unloading,
we’re able to move grain away from the
combines, so there’s never any time spent
waiting on the cart.

“We can use it for any pto-powered
implement we’d want to use behind the
Versatile,” he says. “Once we were done with
harvest, we just unhooked the hydraulic and
fuel lines, disconnected the battery cables,
took out the four bolts and moved it off the
tractor with a chain on a front-end loader. It
takes only a few minutes to take it off or put
it on.”

He says an unexpected benefit over a
factory pto is that the drive unit can be at full
rpm while the tractor is at an idle, creeping
alongside the truck while unloading. “It’s far
easier on the clutch,” he says.

Bartmanovich says it took 50 to 60 hours
to plan and build the pto. He says he couldn’t
have completed the project without outside
help. “Hy Power in Winnipeg provided
hydraulic help, and we had a flywheel adapter
plate machined for us at Paska Sales in
Domain, Manitoba,” he says.

He figures they spent about $6,000
(Canadian) to build the pto, but they were
able to sell the hydraulic drive from the grain
cart auger for about $2,000, so the net cost

was only around $4,000. This was less than
it would have cost to rent a tractor to operate
the grain cart during harvest.
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“Helper Springs” For
Pickups, Vans, SUV’s

You can bump up the size of your cargo loads
with these new bolt-on rear “helper springs”
for pickups, vans, and sport utility vehicles.

Roadmaster ’s patented Active Suspension
kits converts passive rear leaf suspension into
active suspension. “It keeps the rear leaf
springs from going flat, holding the natural
arch so they do a better job of supporting the
load,” says the company.

The result is improved road handling, with
or without a load. It also boosts load capacity.

The kit consists of two variable-rated coil
springs that fit onto the rear leaf springs. The
springs can be fitted in about one hour with
no welding or drilling.

Here’s how the kit helps:
• Eliminates sway while cornering -

When cornering, the suspension kit is said to
reduce body roll and improve stability by
supporting the leaf spring that’s taking the
increased load. This is especially true for

SUV’s and other vehicles with a high center-
of-gravity.

• No more bottoming out - The greater
the strain, the more counter assistance force
from the suspension kit, which allows
vehicles to carry maximum loads without
bottoming out.

• Reduced wheel hop - The company
says the suspension kit reduces axle wrap and
wheel hop by “absorbing” the added force of
increased torque while holding the leaf
springs in their original bowed shape. The
improvement to driving performance will be
most noticeable when accelerating on hill
climbs or at times of rapid deceleration, such
as hard braking.

The kit isn’t designed to permanently
attach to any part of the vehicle. Instead, it
lays on top of the leaf spring and is held in
place by existing U-bolts that hold the leaf
spring in place.

Two models are available to fit a wide
range of vehicles. The kits sell for $239 and
$269.
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Roadmaster, 330-D East Hebron Street, Unit
D, Charlotte, N.C. 28273 (ph 800 398-5036;
fax 704 523-0259; E-mail:
ras@activesuspension.com).

Ryan Bartmanovich “built” a pto for his
family’s 310 hp Versatile 895 tractor so
they could use it to unload a big 750-bu.
grain cart. The pto is powered by a rebuilt
239 Deere 4-cylinder turbo diesel engine
(above). He mounted the 85 hp engine on
a skid that bolts to the tractor between the
fenders behind the cab (right). He
mounted the water-cooled engine with ra-
diator pointing away from the tractor. Af-
ter harvest, he removes the engine from
the tractor with a chain on a front-end
loader (below). “It takes only a few min-
utes to take it off or put it on,” he says.

Bolt-on rear “helper springs” keep vehicle’s rear leaf springs from going flat, holding
the natural arch so they do a better job of supporting loads.




